


I wanted to create azine about women's experiences
with and in punk. Why punk might be a platform for the
experience but isn't the only vehicle. How these might
contribute to the music industry at large.

There was an honest attempt to avoid painting a diverse
demographic with one broad stroke. People involved in
the zine didn't necessarily share the same values, or
want to manifest the exact same kind of change. There
are some obvious and not so obvious complexities
inherent to the topics touched on.

That hasn't limited any of the women interviewed here
from finding cohesive ways of working together. Any
ideas I had about punk, about the women involved,
and how they see themselves were seriously challenged
while putting this zine together.
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Punkand hardcore are often labeled as male-dominated subcultures. ll/ould
you describe contemporary punk as gender-inclusive?

It's difficult to say from my vantage point outside ofthe contemporary scene,
but it is more-so now than it once was, although punk and all other pop music
genres are still male-dominated. While there are plenty of female singers
around, it is still sadly rare to find all that many female instrumentalists, even
in so-called "women's" tours, like Lilith Fair.

For you, has punk subculture been about individualism, or a group and
collective experience? Or a balance ofboth?

Both, and both are important. Bands in the Vancouver scene were very much

based on strong individual personalities, but the collective experience was
what made it all work and what really drove the scene. The feeling that we
were all in it together, with the collective purpose of changing the world
through music. And while I don't know that we changed the world, we did
change the world of music and in doing so made the world a better place by
promoting creativity and originality in popular music. Before punk, bars
were places you went to hear bands play "Top 40" covers; now the vast
majority of music listings feature bands that are playing original music, and I
think that punk was definitely the catalyst for this change. And music, in my
opinion, has been better in quality and less elitist since the advent ofpunk.

Has the internet and digital technologl,, changed the way you produce the
work you do?

I haven't been involved in music production since my last band, Volumizer,
dissolved around 2002, so I would say no, except that what I used to produce
is now much more accessible.

Do youfeel that making/doing creative work within a punk context has served
as a springboard to larger projects that have reached a broader audience?

More personally, yes, as punk has informed and influenced everything I do.
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though, in the amount of lady-involvement. For me, it is really
important to feel like girls are taken seriously in music-playing
where I live. I don't like feeling like I have to try extra hard to not
be a shitty-girl-musician stereotype, especially where we all play a
pretty rudimentary, sloppy style of music anylvays. A shitty dude
guitarist doesn't promote a stereotype that all dudes suck at guitar,

you know? I dont want to be a token, like the one girl who plays
music and holds her own. I would never be the only girl in a
band; for this reason, I am really into playing up a different kind
of tokenism. Whenever I start a band, I embark on girl-

recruitment. Even if it means an extra few months in the basement
practicing so someone can feel more comfortable on the drums or
on the mic, it's worth it to me to live within a community of raging
ladies.

In200412005, when I took advantage of a lot of paid-positions for
kids provided by the government by way of local Vancouver
artists and intellectuals, I was encouraged by many job counselors
and mentors to turn my hard work and skills I had gained from the
punk scene into a career. No thanks. Yes, I am good at booking
tours. But do I want to be paid by some douche bags to book their
uninspired band across the country? No. Do I want to be involved
in a tour that needs to have nightly guarantees in order to pay the
booking agent? No.

Once in awhile, I'll forget and try making punk a job. I once did
zine workshops for little girls at a centre for home-schooled kids,
but it was very weird having to make lesson plans with learning
outcomes written in school-speak. I would much rather try to give

relevant zines and band-recordings to young girls I know. I
figured out how to make zines on my own-that's the simplicity of
it. You don't need classes to make zines. If it strikes you, it strikes
you, and thafs the beauty of it: a whole genre of publication done
for printJoving, passionate reasons.

I quit writing for the local weekly entertainment newspaper-every
major city has one, right? My only qualification for getting hired
was my Maximum Rock'n Roll column. But I wasn't writing
about punk or even music, really. I was doing arts events. I love
writing, so it would be cool doing it for a job, right? No. I couldn't
get the fonnat down. I'd read my published articles and they
would be rearranged to the point of being unrecognizable. The
editors would pretty much rewrite my sentences. There would be
misspelled words, put in by them. I think they were really
frustrated with how much work they have to put into re-formatting
them. I was sick of writing cute, concise sentences full of
alliteration. Peace outl Peace out trying to commodify what I love
doing.

I'm really stoked on making my living by working with kids
waiting to be placed in foster homes. I spend three days a week
with them, filling the adult role for them: making breaKast, taking
them to doctor's appointment, changing diapers, arranging fun
outings. I'm really good at it. I never expected that. It's hilarious.
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I really see the word "punk" as more of a statement of
beliefs; the idea that you do what you want to do and shout it
out and be proud of who you are regardless of perceptions
and opinions of others. I see it as something that transcends
gender.

For Absolute Underground, technology has helped. Ira, the
editor, launched AUTV, which is available for people to
watch on YouTube, and the websites we use for the TV and
magazine are tools to promote shows and events of those
who advertise with us, our friends, bands we love. It's all
just another way to get yourself out there and get heard and
start communities based on interests.

Absolute Underground was a starting point where I honed
skills and practiced the great art of interviewing. It was a
great schooling to roll up my sleeves and write about bands
that did what they loved regardless of money and fame,
amongst murky back alleys and east side bars. It gave me a
great perspective on my own creativity and toughened me
up. Once you interview the Neo Nasties at the Astoria while
Ashtrey's bleeding from a self-inflicted wound and wearing
a wig he stole after doing a body shot off of a transvestite
hooker, you can pretty much do anything.
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Punk and hardcore are male-dominated, but I don't think it's that big
of an issue. There isn't going to be a perfect balance ofboth men and
women in all communities; certain things interest.certain people for
specific reasons that don't relate to people's sex. That said, I find that
there are a ton of girls going to shows and performing nowadays,
making punk and hardcore less male-dominated. I also find that I'm
being asked the question of the male domination in punk and
hardcore, so that's a sign things are shifting.

Punk brings together the people that feel alienated by greater society,
people that have no interest in following the great trends of the day.
You can be a unique weirdo in a group of other weirdos that are
unique in a way different from you. What I like about punk is that it
embraces the nerds, and in my mind, nerds are way cooler than cool
kids.

Technology has always played a part in our music. The majority of
our work has been recorded directly to computer and edited digitally
simply because it is the cheapest and the easiest thing to do. Granted,
recording to tape is a very romanticized notion, and it does good, too,
but I can't fault something that makes my life easier. Technology is
not the devil.

The.first punk-related thing I did was help out a local punk label in
the mid-90s called Raw Energy Records. I didn't know what I wanted
to do, but I knew that I wanted to do something, so I'd help the label
at the office once in a while. Then I decided that I wanted to do radio,
so I wrote an impassioned 5-page letter to Jeff Cohen, who hosted
"Mods n Rockers" on CIUT 89.5 FM, asking him to let me go on. I
ended up doing that radio show for four years, while doing a zine as
well. And now, I've been in this band for nine years that has taken me
around the world. It's kind of crazy, but I think all those steps I had
taken as a teen, from the label, to the radio show, to the zine, has led
me to be in this successful band. It makes me believe in
manifestation: that with enough will and hard work and luck, you can
create your own future.
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about the scene and more music.

The contemporary punk music must not be misogynous. In our
era there is no reason to classifr bands that way anymore. This
is for those who enjoy it, and want to play it, girls or dudes or
whatever. I don't like to be labelled by the fact that I'm female.
More and more women, now, get involved in punk music and
I'm happy that it is not that rare anymore. I think we just
hesitate less to get involved and that is a good sign! I prefer to
show offthe latest tracks I've done, the lyrics I've written a lot
more than my appearance.

Touring, recording, getting along with band mates, practising,
facing the unknown and solving problems... all of that gave me
tools that will help me for the future. Meeting people, learning
about new bands, booking shows, just doing something for the
scene is good for every punk fan. I love the ying and yang
factor: I feel balanced in what I do. It's easy to contact
promoters, promote your own gig, and share videos.

I'll always cherish the dream to perform in a country-folk
project. With the experience I carry on each time I perform
with Striver,I have learned to reach people and I think this is a
must when you want to perform folk. You've got to deliver
substance, notjust a pretty package because ifyou are lacking
it, this is fake and it shows quickly.
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Fr 7vlt- lns punl nbdrure been about individualism, or a group/collective
experience? Or a balance ofboth?

Definitely a group experience. Everybody kind of has each other's backs, and
nearly everyone has gone through similar experiences-- both as kids and as
adults or teens. There is this amazing collective memory that people of the
same subculfure have. Everyone has gone to the same shows, knows the
same folks, and was at the same parties. There is also this sense of
communality; everyone shares their beer and their food, if they have it.
That's an important part of what my book is about-the generosity and
tightness of the community. I don't mean to say that punk isn't about
individualism at all, most punks are very strong individuals, but the
individualists together form a strong group.

Has the internet and digital technologt changed the way you produce the
workyou do?

I use a little bit of digital technology with my art but only in the editing
process, and even then it's pretty minimal. If I have an illustration and I can
bump up the contrast and do some editing to make it look a bit sharper I will
but I'm not too sawy with the new technology stuff.

The'internet has also made it a lot easier to get your work out there to a broad
audience, which is pretty awesome. I have a website and an Etsy shop, but
am still trying to frgure out the intemet and its ways.

Do youfeel that making/doing creative workwithin a punk context has seryed
as a springboard to larger projects that have reached a broader audience?

Kind of. When I drew my graphic novel (which is based on my teenage years
in the punk scene in the Sault), it was just a project that I really wanted to
make, But then I found out that one of my professors from OCAD was
putting together a series of similar work- graphic novels without words done
in old school print mediums- for the small press publisher the Porcupine's
Quill. When they saw my book they were into it and decided to publish it. I
felt pretty great about the book even before they decided to publish it but it
was great to see that the story appealed to more people than just myself and
my friends. It's also opened doors to some other potential opportunities for
after it is published. I'm interested to see where it will take me.
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Katacombes, an l8+ D.I.Y. punvmetal bar and 
";";rle;t 

i";;."f;;i*
downtown on St-Laurent Boulevard.

f * b r re S. olH d lr r oq|c of ras nd
hod.d orcrus of sborr trrrrs !d fcsilals. I efounded an association
to roicc thc opinions of small underground venues in Montreal called
.APIAS. I'm also at the board meetings of a couple of community
organizations. I'm not as rebellious as I was, but more disgusted by
everything that I know aboutthis society, government, world. I have a better
understanding about a lot of topics and issues that matter to me; like
environment, government structures, resources, economy and social-cultural
issues as well as different ways to deal with all of that.

It [punk] is a male-dominated subculture. But why? I've asked myself that a
lot, being a woman in the punk scene for 20 years. I'm still not sure what the
answer is! It might be fucked up for me to say [...] but I didn't meet a lot of
women in my life that were really committed to the punk scene; they
probably represent a quarter of the man's involvement. That maybe also
explains why there's not a lot of woman playing in bands. The women that
want to get involved and be recognized need to be strong, perseverant and
able to deal with all the prejudices that comes with it. I think there are more
and more women involved in the scene nowadays, than ever, which fills me
with a lot of pride and happiness.

As for my personal experience as an organizer, I never really thought "Will
they accept me, zue they going to laugh at me? More like "will they take me
seriously?"

I started my first band at l7 so I learned pretly young what team work
represented. I also co-founded my first punk center/all ages venue (L'X
center) at 19 and this was one ofthe greatest and toughest experience in my
life, but one of the richest. I leamed a lot about working with others and to
make compromises and adjustments all along the way. But that collective
experience also really enriched me as an individual.

Punk always was a precursors ofideas, changes, actions and trends. We are a
mass critic movement. We denounce and take part in a lot of protests, direct
actions and we say out loud what people dare to think. I've noticed that some
organizations take note ofour actions and adapt them to their respective
problematic, which I think is great! Unfortunately we are never recognized
for it, but that's part of living in an ungrateful, greedy, selfish and
individualist society.

L
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rhat I never re"lired that I would like myself so much more if I just did what

Ifeltwasright,ratherthanwhatotherpeoplefeltwasright.I\ lnkwasvery
liberating that way and saved me from a lot ofbad teenage angst'

|Udb*antcfiHt*.'5ffinz- V&
w &rrrilr canu.-pmt, plaa gdct-irclrciw?

wornen have found a place in punk. From early on there was patti Smith and
Debbie Harry, X-Ray Spex, The Slits, The Curse, The B-Girls, Exene
cervenka. There were a lot of women in the audience, a lot of women writing
about and taking photographs ofwhat was happening around them.

Hardcore is different. Although it derived from punk, the strong female
presence didn't integrate itself into the hardcore movement. I interviewed Ian
MacKaye from Minor Threat about this. He said that as the Washington
hardcore scene attracted more violence, more women disappeared from the
audience. They just stopped coming around. I think there's been a strons
shift in hardcore, though, where more women are getting involved. Than-ks to

bands like Walls of Jericho, Fucks The Facts, Kilbourne, Bloodlined
Calligraphy, I Object, decent groundwork is being laid for women to keep
carving out a space in hardcore.

For you, lws punk subculture been about individualism, or a group/collective
experience? Or a balance of both?

I think you need both. You need that group or collective mentality from the
people who are starting bands, creating spaces, running zines, organizing
distlos. You need them connecting with each other to create the infrastructure
for a scene. But individualism was really important to punk starting. It was
individualism that gave punk its wide open mind where anything goes.

Has the intemet and digital technology changed the way you produce the
workyou do?

It's changed the way I make zines. When I started making zines in 1996 I
didn't have a computer, so I had to handwrite everything. I also had no idea
how to contact anyone for an interview, so my zines were a lot more
personal. When I finally got a computer, my zines got a lot neater and a lot
more interesting because I could type them up and include other people's
voices in there.

Do you feel that making/doing creative work within a punk context has
served as a springboard n larger projecrs that have reached a broader
audience?

Treat Me Like Dirt has been generating a lot of interest from people who
wouldn't usually read a music history about punk. I think that has to do with
it being a character-driven story, and one that uncovers a lot of local history,
too, So people who are interested in Toronto can read it, and people who are
interested in other people's stories can get into it, too.
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